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About the author
Susan Holt is a bubbly and passionate actress
and writer living in Porirua. After studying
linguistics, she followed her dream, and
moved to Sydney where she completed a twoyear acting course. During that sojourn, she
discovered a talent for writing.

Susan is currently running both an acting
group and a writing group for her own
nefarious purposes while trying to get some
actual writing done.
Susan’s next book is a full novel titled The
Heart Casts No Shadow, due for release mid2019.

Praise for Catching the Last Tram
“subtle opening, spectacular finish… I couldn’t put
it down.” MERRYN CORCORAN – AUTHOR OF
THE SILENT VILLAGE
“Catching the Last Tram delivers you to the
intersection of sweet intrigue and edgy fantasy.
This is an assured and satisfying debut novella

Beth’s commute could lead to love – but
something dark is on the tracks
After moving house, lonely librarian Beth
meets Isaac – a handsome man with timeless
manners – on her way to work. Sharing the
same antiquated tram day after day, the pair
become close and Beth suspects she’s falling
in love.
But Isaac has a secret that threatens their
budding romance. Something dark and as
magical as the tram that picks her up every
morning and evening.
Why does he suddenly push her away? Does
he really not care for her? How could she have
got the signals so wrong?
Then Isaac and the tram go missing and
Beth begins to discover the truth. But it might
be too late…

from an actor-turned-author who understands the
subtleties of building drama.” WILLIAM HENRY –

New Zealand distribution

AUTHOR OF THE JULIAN CALENDAR
“A journey to another time – an absolutely
charming mystery.” KRIS PEARSON – AUTHOR OF
THE BOAT BUILDER’S BED
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